Abstract
Introduction
Interactive mesh editing is becoming a prominent field in geometric modeling and character animation. Mesh editing allows the user to move a few vertices on the 3D surface while preserving the surface's local appearance under some global constraints or boundary conditions.
In computer graphics, surfaces can be represented in global or local coordinate system. Global coordinate system explicitly specifies the absolute Euclidean coordinates of the geometric data that define a certain shape. In contrast, local coordinate system encodes the intrinsic geometry of the surface. Global coordinate system is convenient for transformation, texturing, collision detection and rendering, while local coordinate system is suitable for preserving surface details during mesh operations.
In this paper, we present mean-value Laplacian coordinates for triangular meshes, which provide an intrinsic representation of the surface mesh to encode geometric details with differential coordinates. We parameterize the surface with mean value coordinates [4] , which are motivated by the mean value theorem for harmonic functions. Furthermore, our approach assigns quadratic error functions to each individual triangle (i.e. vertices in the same triangle share the same affine transformation) rather than each vertex. This can bring convenience while manipulating individual triangles.
Background
With the popularity of 3D scanning technique, artists can manipulate the existing surfaces from 3D model libraries without starting from scratch. With the significant increase of the number of 3D models, it is of critical importance to reuse them. Many successful techniques have been developed to help artists to manipulate and edit existing models.
The skeleton technique [5] [6] [11] binds mesh vertices to the bones with the vertex weights, and then deforms the mesh with the skeleton bones. Skeleton contains enough pose information and provides intuitive controls, which is also suitable for large deformations. But defining and manipulating a skeleton structure for a 3D model, which is usually represented by triangular mesh, is a not trivial task [19] . Furthermore, many 3D objects do not have obvious skeleton structures or their metamorphoses cannot be described in terms of a skeleton. In this case, we can use FFD or other mesh editing methods.
Free-form deformation (FFD) [10] [17] embeds the object to a regular enclosed domain. Then the object is deformed according to the deformation of the domain. A main drawback of skeleton and FFD is that they deform the space surrounding the objects, rather than the objects themselves.
Mesh editing is an active research area in computer graphics, and many methods have been proposed, such as multiresolution approaches [3] [9] [22] , pyramid coordinates [14] Laplacian editing [15] [21], Poisson editing [20] , and linear rotation-invariant coordinates for meshes [8] . While editing and modifying a surface, the preservation of the geometric details is a key point. [16] gives a detailed review of the state-of-the-art. ( , , ) G V E F = is a graph where V denotes the set of vertices, E denotes the set of edges and F denotes the set of faces; and P is the geometry associated with each vertex in V . The Laplacian differential coordinates [15] are represented by the difference between i v and the average of its neighbors (see Figure 1 ):
Notations and Equations

Laplacian differential coordinates
are the edge neighbors,
is the valence of a vertex, i.e. the number of edges which emanate from this vertex.
Mean value parameterization
Laplacian differential coordinates capture the local shape of the surface by encoding each vertex relative to the centroid of its topological neighbors. The modes of discretizing the Laplacian operator are relevant to the parameterization of a surface which can be viewed as a one-to-one mapping from the surface M to a suitable domain Ω (with the domain boundary ∂Ω ).
Given a star-shaped polygon with i v in its kernel, our aim is to obtain sets of weights 1 ,..., 
The weights should take geometric properties (angle, orientation, length, etc.) of the embedded mesh into account, which is needed for parameterization and deformation of triangulations.
The special case in which the weights ij λ are uniform, i.e., for each interior vertex i v they are equal to 1/ i d , is called a barycentric mapping [23] .
Another set of weights, called harmonic weights [12] [24], can be expressed as Here, we discretize the Laplace operator using mean value weights. Mean value coordinate [4] , a generalization of barycentric coordinate, is derived from an application of the mean value theorem for harmonic functions. We define mean-value Laplacian coordinates as: 
Mean-Value Laplacian Coordinates for Triangular Meshes
Laplacian coordinates [2] [7] [25] intrinsically represent the mesh by encoding each vertex position with its relationship to its neighbors, and allow efficient converting between absolute and intrinsic representations by solving a sparse linear system. Sorkine [15] discretized the Laplace operator using uniform weights, and assigned quadratic error function to each vertex. We present mean-value Laplacian coordinates for triangular meshes, assigning quadratic error functions to each triangle (i.e. vertices in the same triangle share the same affine transformation see Figure 2 ). Because the deformation of a triangle (with the fourth vertex in the direction perpendicular to the triangle [18] ) can fully determine an affine transformation, while that of a vertex cannot, it can bring more flexibility when manipulating individual triangles. Then, we define the 3 3 × matrix Q in terms of the triangles' vertices, which indicates the affine transformation from the original triangle to the deformed triangle:
In order to control a deformation, the user can firstly mark the desired region of interest (ROI) on the mesh that is to be edited. The rest of the mesh will remain unchanged. Next, a few vertices inside the ROI are selected by the user to serve as the handle. Then the user manipulates the handle and applies translation, rotation and scaling transformations to the mesh. The first term of E indicates the details of the shape after transformation are preserved. The second term specifies the spatial constraints. The third term indicates that the change in transformations for adjacent triangles should be smooth. In order to preserve those geometric details after rotation and isotropic scaling transformation, k Q should be constrained to rotation matrix. Sorkine [15] provided a locally linearized representation to guarantee these constraints. Here, we explicitly formulate these constraints in terms of vertex positions. Thus, rather than solving for the entries of the affine transformations, we solve directly for the deformed vertex positions: 11 12 
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The computation is numerically efficient with a sparse LU solver [26] . We firstly compute the factorization of the normal equations and then find the solution by back-substitution. Figure 3 demonstrates some results to validate the method of mean-value Laplacian differential coordinates for triangular meshes. We obtained satisfactory results when editing the different parts of the lion model, such as dragging the legs, curling the tail and opening the mouth. More results are depicted in Figure 4 and Figure  5 . Because the deformation of one triangle can fully determine an affine transformation, more powerful control items can be directly imposed upon the triangle to improve the deformation effect. That is, we can directly specify whether a triangle is rigid and assign its rigidity. In general, the more rigid the triangle is, the larger the weight k w of the triangle should be, and the smaller the weight s w should be.
Furthermore, using singular value decomposition (SVD) or QR decomposition method, we can extract the rotation part R γ and the shearing-scaling part S from the affine matrix Q of the triangle [13] :
Given this formulation, one can obtain as-rigid-aspossible deformation by minimizing || || S I − , which is like the linear mapping from an original triangle to a deformed triangle in [1] . Additionally, we also provide a painting interface in which user can freely assign the weights to control rigidity of the triangles.
Conclusions
In this paper, we present mean-value Laplacian intrinsic geometry representation for triangular mesh editing. Our approach is numerically efficient, as the solution to the optimization problem can be obtained by fast solving a sparse linear system. For example, ROI sizes of 5K vertices require 0.3 seconds for factorization and 0.06 seconds for back-substitution on an Intel P4/3.0 GHz. Experimental results show that with the proposed technique the user can effectively edit the 3D mesh's shape while reserving the geometric details. 
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